Championship Results Day 1

NEW SOUTH WALES
Jeffrey Guan
Damon Green
Brij Ingrey
Joshua Madeleine
Score: 70

NEW SOUTH WALES
Sophie Yip
Selena Bosevski
Natalie Khoupraseuth
Brianna Di Gesu
Score: 71 – 3rd Girls

NEW SOUTH WALES
Jacob Dundas
Ali Rachid
Sebastian Sara
Ethan Harvey
Score: 68 - 3rd Boys (count back)

ACT
Lachlan Chamberlain
Rory Di-Campli
Tan Nguyen
Cody Doyle
Score: 71

ACT
Michael Nguyen
Rowan Harrison
Ryan Ulrich
Lachlan De Jongh
Score: 71

ACT
Cassandra Linares
Taylah Ellems
Chloe Koh
Rodaylin Mina
Score: 76

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Nayoung Ku
Jade Kinita
Millie Whinney
Alyssa Jerram
Score: 76

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Jimmy Luo
Sean Park
Jordan Percey
Matthew Roberts
Score: 68

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Nicholas Siegmund
Luke Sandford
Mitchell Handford
Brock Wise
Score: 73

QUEENSLAND
Blaike Perkins
Swane Whiting
Yevin Samararatne
Liam Thomson
Score: 66 - 1st Boys

QUEENSLAND
Lion Higo
Justice Bosio
Lauren Hunter
Kamryn Dunemann
Score: 67 – 2nd Girls

QUEENSLAND
Will Martell
Lachlan Yule
Jesse Price-Connolly
Diarmid Chappell
Score: 70

VICTORIA
Piper Stubbs
Jeneath Wong
Keeley Marx
Jade Brooks
Score: 65 – 1st Girls

VICTORIA
Nathan Page
Thomas Farmakis
Sang Jun Lee
Aryan Sharma
Score: 67 – 2nd Boys

VICTORIA
Luke Polson
Aiden Johnson
Harvey Young
Gabriel Eduard
Score: 72